
Think Outside the Cell



Gateway to enterprise-wide collaboration
Quantrix helps businesses modernize their financial and operational practices, increase 
efficiency and transform their operations by providing an enterprise-level platform that 
improves throughput, analytics, traceability and sharing of critical business data and 
insight. 

Our cutting-edge web technology enables model-authors to easily distribute models 
to users throughout their enterprise, all through an easy-to-use web interface. Quantrix 
Qloud allows direct model interaction, what-if scenarios, always-on pivoting and multi-
user editing and chat facilities. Quantrix Qloud can be hosted on-premise or in our 
SaaS server environment.

Leverage trusted technology used by the largest 
organizations in the world

Our real time, in-memory, proprietary Java-based desktop 
technology is proven across thousands of deployments, 
and is trusted by some of the biggest names across 
multiple business verticals. With Quantrix Qloud, we 
have ported this same multi-dimensional processing 
technology to the web:

• Power your business with the world’s most flexible 
multi-dimensional calculation engine on the web with 
unbeatable performance

• Harness the scalability of models using multiple 
deployed servers to handle computationally intense 
modeling requests that cannot be achieved using 
traditional spreadsheets

• Connect and import multiple data-sources on Quantrix 
Qloud to seamlessly integrate data from across the 
entire enterprise

• Self-service model deployment to the web putting the 
power back into the hands of the business user

Unrivaled flexibility in every situation 
Empower the business to solve any degree of complexity or 
variety of challenges in planning, forecasting, optimization 
or decision-making. 

Key benefits 

• Access and update your data anytime, anywhere on 
any device

• Set appropriate permission levels on your models so 
each web user or each department or subsidiary only 
sees the data they need, when they need to see it

• Optional concurrent, multi-user editing allows many 
users to access and edit a model at the same time 
without having to wait for file locks to be released

• Easy to use web interface. Your users don’t have to 
be experts in modeling to view and edit models on 
Quantrix Qloud

• Integrate Qloud models directly with ERPs, CRMs 
or any other corporate system to create a complete 
decision-making ecosystem

• Flexible deployment options on your own server or on 
the Quantrix SaaS hosting environment (backed by 
Amazon Web Services)

• Historical version control of your models on Qloud with 
view and revert capability

• Model storage capability on Qloud so that all enterprise 
models are in one secure location

“Now, we have different stakeholders 
participating in this dialogue, looking at the 
same analytics all coming from the same 
data source. This can only be achieved from a 
solution like Quantrix.”

Benefits

• Ability to collaborate via the web-based Quantrix Qloud 
with multiple teams across the globe

• Enabled the company to host models and share critical 
business information via its own private cloud

• Able to deliver insight into various aspects of the 
business by allowing stakeholders to readily find these 
answers in a visual, easy-to-understand format

 



Key features
Multi-user edit

Quantrix Qloud brings true multi-user editing capabilities 
to your models. Quantrix Qloud users don’t have to “wait 
their turn” to edit models. Users can track where others 
are in the model with user specific color coded selections 
and users can even undo their own changes in the model.

Single user edit for regulated environments

For regulated environments where traceability of user 
actions is a requirement, Quantrix Qloud can be delivered 
in single user edit mode where one user can lock the model 
for edit and release only when done. 

Tagging and version control

Both single user and multi-user edits offer tagging and 
version control to keep an accurate history of Quantrix 
Models on Qloud. Versions can be viewed and reverted to 
at any time to ensure model integrity.

Integrate with virtually any data source

Using Quantrix’s propriety bi-directional data transfer 
technologies, Quantrix enables you to close the loop in the 
data ecosystem by allowing you to:

• Bring any type of data into models by refreshing 
existing DataLink™ connections

• Integrate seamlessly with pre-bundled connectors for 
ERPs, CRMs or other corporate systems

Pivot data in real time to discover insights

We have ported our unique always-on pivot engine to the 
web where you can instantly pivot large data sets enabling 
new insights to be discovered.

What-if scenarios for everyone

Dynamic what-if presentation canvasses can be deployed 
to Quantrix Qloud allowing anyone in your enterprise 
to ask the critical business questions to help drive the 
organizational decision making process.

Data level user permissions and security

Ensure robust data level permissions across multiple 
user roles within a model on Quantrix Qloud. A cell-level 
audit trail detailing sequential changes in all aspects of a 
model (structure, logic and data), even in a Qloud multi-
user environment.

Gateway to real-time collaboration

An enhanced in-Qloud chat capability allows users in a 
model to collaborate in real-time. Custom avatars help 
identify users and enhance team communication.

SaaS or on-premise deployment

Quantrix Qloud can be deployed and utilized in three 
ways:

• Public Qloud – a Qloud system hosted by Quantrix 
and shared across many Quantrix customers. The 
application is appropriately partitioned so that 
models are secure, but models can be shared with 
others inside or outside of your organization

• On-premise Qloud – a Qloud system that can be 
deployed on servers inside of your firewall or with 
your trusted hosting provider

• SaaS Qloud – a Qloud system where Quantrix takes 
care of all the hosting needs for you, allowing your 
team to focus on the modeling tasks at hand

On-premise and SaaS Qloud offer additional benefits including:

• Corporate branding

• Connect Qloud models to your data sources

• Administrative control of Qloud application

• LDAP network domain authentication

• Optional multi-user edit mode

“Clients can buy their bonds from anyone – 
Quantrix is our value-add. We give them the 
tools they need to make decisions, all within 
a seamless online cloud environment. This 
is a slam-dunk for us – and we’re just getting 
started.”

Benefits

• Removed inefficient ‘email bottlenecks’ by providing 
direct on-demand client access to models

• Tens of millions of formulas reduced to only a few 
hundred natural language formulas



About us

Quantrix is the world’s leading provider of business and financial modeling software. Our 
cutting-edge tools enable organizations to replace traditional spreadsheets with next 
generation software, helping them transform their financial and operational practices.  

For more information about our financial modeling software, connect with one of our 
experts at customerservice@quantrix.com

Key benefits at a glance
Modeling 
differentiators Benefits

True flexibility to 
model any use 
case

True modeling flexibility puts business users back into the driving 
seat. Model using customer specific insight and IP without having 
to conform to a one-size-fits-all approach. Easily deploy models 
to Quantrix Qloud for wider organizational access.

Integrate with 
multiple data 
sources

Powerful, built-in data integration features ensure data is 
seamlessly transferred between models and external data 
sources. Update data sources on-demand in Quantrix Qloud to 
ensure all web users are using models with the most current data.

Real-time 
calculation engine

The powerful multi-dimensional calculation engine has been 
ported to the web which ensures that any changes to a model on 
Qloud provide immediate calculated results for web users and 
modelers alike.

Real-time ”what-if” 
scenarios on plans 
and master data 

Quantrix Qloud leverages model logic on the web to enable users 
to execute real-time “what-if” scenarios to enable improved 
decision making.

Enriched user 
collaboration

Multiple users can edit models on Quantrix Qloud in real time 
avoiding time wasting edit locks. Stay connected with other users 
via in-Qloud chat capabilities.

Model version 
control

Quantrix Qloud provides end-to-end model management and 
version control with the ability to view, download and revert to 
previous model versions.

Model auditability Simple business logic ensures models transparency, whilst 
cell-level auditability enables traceability of all model changes 
(structure, logic and data) performed by web users.

User interface 
differentiators Benefits

Custom dashboards Custom dashboards built with the desktop application can 
easily be deployed on Quantrix Qloud for use across the 
organization.

Always-on pivot engine Slice and dice large data sets on Quantrix Qloud using a 
simple web browser interface allowing for new insights to be 
discovered.

Easy web-access for all Quantrix Qloud supports the latest in browser technology 
(Chrome, IE, Edge, Firefox) so you can deploy models to the 
Enterprise with an easy-to-use web interface.

Application management 
differentiators Benefits

User control and access Quantrix Qloud tightly integrates with the permission 
framework of the desktop application to ensure model security 
and integrity.

Flexible deployment Quantrix Qloud can be securely hosted by Quantrix via SaaS 
environment or on-premise behind your firewall. 


